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Welcome!
A Letter from John Mansfield

Over the years we have seen many mobile payment technologies, companies, and wallets come, and   
      some go. Hundreds of millions have been invested by banks, card brands and venture capital 

firms. Although the mobile wallet ecosystem is maturing, in-store mobile payments haven’t 
taken off…yet. Consumer disinterest, coupled with the focus to implement EMV  

and roll out the necessary infrastructure, created delays in mainstream consumer 
adoption. For consumers and merchants both, there is a dizzying array of 

options and the majority of the payments focus for the last two years 
has been EMV related. But in a post-EMV world, we are starting 

to see signs of mobile wallet acceleration.  We find 
ourselves asking how to choose and what we need 

to know to make these decisions. So let’s take 
a Slice out of the payments eco-system 

and explore Mobile Wallets, and 
where you fit in.  
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obile device usage by consumers has 
completely evolved the way we do 
business. From pre-ordering and paying at 

Starbucks, to a simple tap of your phone in a NY city 
taxi-cab, I don’t think anyone would argue that we 
are on the brink of a culture shift that is just starting. 
Fueled by the millennial generation (which is now 
¼ of the U.S. population), today’s consumers are 
increasingly embracing mobile wallets. Millennials 
demand experiences, are plugged into their devices, 
and are disrupting traditional purchasing patterns. 
Digital wallets, on-demand apps, Bluetooth, and NFC 
are doing more than just improving the payment 
process, they are driving change; and this has 
implications for you as a merchant.  

The Mobile Wallet Landscape
There are two types of mobile wallets - NFC and 
MST Wallets (wallet service providers) and Cloud-
based Wallets (payment service providers). Both are 
payment apps housed on mobile devices (including 
smartphones and wearables). The most popular 
wallet service providers are Android Pay, Apple Pay, 
Samsung Pay and Microsoft Wallet; recognizable 
payment service providers include Alipay, Chase Pay, 
Paydiant and WeChat Pay.  

We are seeing a 500% year-over-year increase in 
transaction volume and projections are estimating 
that mobile in-store payment volumes will exceed 
$500 Billion by 2020 which begs the question, how 
will consumers use them and how will this affect you?

The All-Important Value Proposition
Consumer uptake has been anything but speedy, but 
projections show that mobile wallet adoption is posed 
to increase from 16% to 41% over the next 5 years. 
So what’s going to motivate consumers to change the 
way they pay, particularly at checkout?   

Consumer Benefits:
• Consumers can store all valuables (credit/debit 

cards, gift cards, offers, and loyalty cards) in one 
place for easy usage at checkout

• Consumer convenience is increased: easy to 
redeem offers without bringing physical coupons/
loyalty/gift cards with them

• Seamless, user-friendly, intuitive payment 
experience that speeds up the payment process

• Discounts, promotional offers, rewards, and 
“deals”

• Security, privacy, and reliability
• Integration with banking services to better 

manage budgets and account balances

Retailers like Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts are 
winning over their consumers with their mobile 
wallets. What can we learn from them? 

Merchant Benefits:
• Loyalty programs will be a significant driver 

in retailer’s mobile wallet adoption. Starbucks 
and Dunkin Donuts have been able to leverage 
their loyalty programs to acquire mobile wallet 
users, which, in turn, has driven store traffic and 
conversion rates.

The mobile WalleTs landscape 
and building Your go-To-markeT 
sTraTegY
Liz Smith, VS Sales Enablement Manager, Verifone

M

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Source: Phoenix Marketing International, March 2016

% Cardholders in Each Segment Loading a Credit or 
Debit Card to Pay Brands 

Percentage changeProximity Mobile Payment Transaction Value

Source: www.eMarketer.com2015

U.S. Proximity Mobile Payment Transaction Value, 2015-2020
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    Merchant Use Case: 
Merchants can use mobile 
wallets as a channel to promote 
the merchant’s loyalty program or 
download their mobile app custom 
message/link can be added to 
digital receipt after every Android Pay 
purchase

• With mobile wallet programs, sales
are expected to grow at a five-year
compound annual growth rate of 68%
Merchant Use Case: Merchants can build engagement 
and drive incremental visits -- deliver timely/relevant 
notifications to users when they’re nearby a store that 
they have a saved offer or gift card

• According to the Business Insider 2017 Retail Mobile 
Wallets Report, adoption will begin to decelerate as a 
result of increased competition by 2020. As universal 
mobile wallet players begin to add effective loyalty 
programs and coupons to their offerings, adoption for 
retailer-based mobile wallets is likely to slow down 
because these offerings are their main marketing points

• Merchants improve speed of service: offer redemption
+ loyalty conveyance happens in a tap (reduces time at 
checkout)

• Merchants (store associates) receive more value/
convenience: no extra tasks to be done to track offers, 
swipe loyalty or gift cards / maximizing loyalty utility
(make sure all customers are using their loyalty ID for 
EVERY purchase)

• Merchants can maximize usage of their cobrand card/
PLCC - merchant-specific cards float to top of wallet for 
payment 

Go-to-Market Strategy
With mobile wallets, merchants have the insight to assist the 
customer before, during, and after their experience, making 
the entire interaction frictionless while adding opportunities 
to upsell where appropriate. With that, here are the top 5 
key factors to consider in your mobile wallet go-to-market 
strategy: 

1. Consider reach and potential limitations:
In certain markets around the world, usage is restricted to
specific card brands, so check acceptance by market for
each wallet you wish to implement.  You will also want to
check transaction limits per market. For example, Apple
Pay allows your customers to make easy and secure
contactless payments of any amount, but customers may
be required to insert their card if either of these apply:

• Your payment terminal or payment provider doesn’t
support the latest network specifications, as with
contactless debit and credit cards

• The transaction amount is over 100 CAD in Canada,
20 EUR in France, 500 HKD in Hong Kong, 100
SGD in Singapore, or 30 GBP in the UK4

2. Understand security and compliance and fraud
limitations:
Security: Single-tap payment requires that the customer
payment data needs be stored somewhere. So this begs

the question, who stores it and is it secure?  With Apple 
Pay, Android Pay and Samsung Pay, single tap payments 
are tokenized, encrypting the data so that it never touches 
the merchant’s system. Customer authentication is still 
required (pin or fingerprint), but this ensures the customer 
payment data is within PCI-DSS scope. With any mobile  
wallet, ensure that all payment data is encrypted  and PCI 
compliant.

   Fraud: Within stores, most mobile wallet transactions 
are treated in the same way as your current credit and 
debit transactions, but within apps and websites, liability 
for transactions might shift to the issuer. Contact your 
payment provider to learn how you can benefit from 
liability shift within your app and website.

3. Consider the Omni-Channel Experience:
Consumers today expect a consistent experience across
all sales channels; the use of mobile phones blend this
experience.  For example, consumer’s price shop in-store,
read reviews, or compare items.  Mobile wallets play a
key role enabling seamless checkout whether in-app or
in-store.

4. Use Test Markets to get the Perfect Formula: Decide
which components you are going to go-to-market with
whether it is in-store promotions, in-app promotions,
loyalty, rewards, etc. Consider driving more traffic to
locations through push notifications via coupons or
other forms of advertising. A great way to evaluate
different methods is to pilot them in key markets with
a limited number of stores.  Measure key performance
indicators such as user response, adoption rate, employee
adaptability, and other ROI.

5. Employee Training: As with any new technology, it is
impossible to ignore the time that needs to be dedicated
to employee training. Because mobile wallets are an
emerging technology, employees will need to be trained
on how to support customers who want to pay with this
method. Ease of use will be key in your mobile wallet
success.

Mobile wallets are here and the market is certainly prime 
for acceleration. Over 70% of merchants indicate that they 
will roll out mobile wallets over the next 5 years. It is now 
up to merchants to capitalize on the opportunity. Make sure 
your payment provider is capable of supporting the latest in 
payment innovations, and whatever comes next.  

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
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Verifone in the News: 
Is the Realization of the Mobile 
Retail Revolution Near?
PYMNTS.com

For avid technology enthusiasts, new 
innovations usually bring excitement 
because of the available modernization that 
disrupts a familiar action that they perhaps 
have been accustomed to. It’s fair to say 
that the customer checkout experience has 
immensely evolved compared to the late 
1990’s, where a lot more transactions were 
paper currency based, including cash and 
checks. Now, consumers are vastly more 
knowledgeable and are more connected 
than they have ever been. So how can 
we address current in-store checkout 
challenges? More and more U.S. retailers are 
implementing mobile Point-of-Sale (mPOS) 
solutions in their brick-and-mortar locations 
to increase efficiencies enabling the store 
associates to tackle stagnant checkout 
queues and eliminate bottlenecks, ultimately 
affecting their bottom-line. READ MORE

The One Click Consumer
PaymentEye

The growing importance of mobile in a 
buyer’s journey cannot go unnoticed. In the 
digital world, the customer’s buying journey 
typically starts when a consumer’s interest is 
piqued through Social Media. The subject is 
heavily influenced by their mobile findings – 
where one would perform product searches 
and read customer reviews in forums or a 
merchant’s website. At the time of purchase, 
the consumer may choose to pay with their 
mobile wallet for in-store purchases or via 
in-app. But the experience does not end 
there, often times consumers also broadcast 
their latest acquisitions on their Social Media 
channels. READ MORE

How Digital Wallets and Mobile 
Payments Are Evolving and 
What It Means for You
Entrepreneur.com

Several countries in Europe and Asia are 
forging ahead to become true cashless 
societies, removing use of bank notes in 
their economies and solely relying on digital 
currency. In the U.S. alone, Business Insider 
predicts expenditure mobile payments 
volume to increase to $503 billion by 
2020 with consumer adoption of about 
56%.  Digital wallets go beyond the *Pay 
applications on your mobile device. Other 
notable payment disruptors have entered the 
playing field, including wearable technology 
and cryptocurrencies. READ MORE

5 Social Media Risks That 
Increase Your Risk for a Security 
Breach
Hospitality Technology

Criminal hacking is a growing challenge 
that transcends industry and company size. 
Watchguard Technologies describes 5 social 
media risks organizations should share with 
their employees to help them keep their 
work place more secure. READ MORE

Poll: Charging Cheap Items is 
Cool with Cardholders
CreditCards.com

A recent national telephone survey of credit 
card holders commissioned by Princeton 
Survey Research Associates unearthed new 
figures that solidify the predictable move 
towards “electronic/digital payments.”  17 
percent of consumers use their credit cards 
for purchases with the value of $5 or less, 
compared to 11 percent in a similar survey 
in 2016. In addition, credit card usage is 
notably shifting consumer behavior, with an 
increased number of respondents indicating 
their preference to settle high-value 
purchases using their debit card. READ 
MORE

Not Quite 3 Years Old, Visa 
Checkout Reaches 20 Million 
Users, Add Merchants
Digital Transactions

Visa Inc. announced late last week that 
their Visa Checkout offering, an online 
payment service, has reached over 20 
million registered users. Focusing on 
online purchases, Visa Checkout provides 
a streamlined checkout experience for 
consumers who are shopping online using 
their computers and mobile devices. This 
offering is currently available in 22 countries, 
with majority coming from the U.S., as well 
as 4 more additions scheduled for this year. 
READ MORE

indusTrY 
neWs

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/292256
https://hospitalitytechnology.edgl.com/news/5-Social-Media-Risks-That-Increase-Your-Risk-for-a-Security-Breach109307
https://www.paymenteye.com/2017/03/30/the-one-click-consumer/
https://www.pymnts.com/news/mobile-payments/2017/retail-mobile-payments-wallet-verifone-mpos-mobile-pay-retail-consumers/
https://www.digitaltransactions.net/news/story/Not-Quite-3-Years-Old_-Visa-Checkout-Reaches-20-Million-Users_-Adds-Merchants
https://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/poll-pay-by-card.php
https://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/poll-pay-by-card.php
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parTner 
spoTlighT

Al ipay
China remains a booming market that should not be 
overlooked.  With over 109 million annual visitors to North 
America and Europe; Chinese shoppers account for $229B 
in retail spend a year.  With 450M active Chinese users 
using Alipay, retailers hoping to capitalize on the surge of 
Chinese shoppers should evaluate Alipay mobile wallets.  

As a merchant hoping to capitalize on the Chinese market, 
you may be asking yourself the following questions:   

• How do I attract more Chinese tourists to my store?
• How do I encourage more Chinese tourists to purchase 

in my store? 
• How do I bring my store visitors back to my online shop 

for repeat purchases?

Verifone Solutions in partnership with Alipay enables secure 
Alipay acceptance, reduces purchasing friction, and provides 
a familiar checkout experience for Chinese tourists.  The 
Alipay in app engagement is a great way to increase brand 
visibility to Chinese tourists.  

Alipay at a Glance:

For more information on Verifone and Alipay, contact Roopa Bagur.

Simple, Safe and Convenient
Started as a payment solution in 2004, rapidly dominated China marke t with more than 50% market share. 

As of now, Alipay is the world’s largest third-party payment platform.

+450 million active members
>80% active mobile users

2015 Double 11 Shopping Festival 
Partnered with 200+ banks

Processed 710 million+ transactions
Alipay’s transaction process capability 

raised to 85,900+/s

11.11
68.4% China’s third-party mobile 

payment volume market share
Source: iResearch 2015

Alipay
68.4%

Others
31.6%

https://vimeo.com/213126125/3997498998
mailto:roopa.bagur@verifone.com?subject=Slice | Verifone and Alipay Partnership
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There is no doubt that technology is engrained in the restaurant experience and becoming the new normal. Change is being driven by new diner 
expectations (an aging generation of millennials and generation X), and, as a result, sales are increasing and operations are being streamlined. 
With NRA 2017 just around the corner, let’s explore the can’t-miss technology trends that you will want to be sure and check out.

hospiTaliTY spoTlighT: 
Technology Trends to 
Check Out at NRA 2017

Verifone Booth #6849
May 20 – 23
Chicago, IL

Current Technology: According to NRA’s Restaurant Technology 
Survey 2016, both tableservice and limited-service restaurants 
have deployed Wi-Fi for guests, and limited-service restaurants are 
deploying ordering kiosks, online ordering, and mobile payment. 

Future Technology: Once celebrated brands are slowly deteri-
orating, (and/or) then suddenly crumbling.  Why? That moment 
when executives fail to see how customers and markets shift. The 
future requires a new blueprint. The technology of the future hints 
to promises of customer ordering, loyalty programs, and payment 
options.

Mobility: For most, developing a mobility strategy for your 
tablservice or limited-service restaurant is topping the priority list 
for 2017. This and implementing EMV, but why not kill two birds 
with one stone? If you missed last month’s edition of Slice, we 
focused on mobility, so be sure to check it out.  

Security: Reports are still showing that the hospitality industry 
has a big target on its back from a security perspective. Carve out 
some time at NRA to talk with security experts on best practices 
and find out how to keep your secure data out of your POS.

TomorroW’s Tech
Restaurant operators who consider these the most 
important areas of development for restaurant technology 
over the next 5 years:

Source: NRA 2016 Technology Survey

Customer 
Ordering

Loyalty 
Programs

Payment 
Options

Robotics & 
Automation

37% 25% 25% 8%

We look forward to seeing you next month!  Make sure to visit us at Verifone Booth #6849 or Contact us now! 

TodaY’s Tech
Restaurants that currently offer the following:

Source: NRA 2016 Technology Survey

Liz Smith, VS Sales Enablement Manager, Verifone

http://www.restaurant.org/Downloads/PDFs/News-Research/TechResearch_Show2016-web.pdf
http://www.restaurant.org/Downloads/PDFs/News-Research/TechResearch_Show2016-web.pdf
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2017-03-07/2bds8x/129991/75799/Slice_March_2017_FINAL.pdf
mailto:lizs1@verifone.com?subject=Meeting%20at%20NRA
http://www2.verifone.com/NRA2017
http://www2.verifone.com/NRA2017
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Almost               percent 
of merchants expect to 
accept digital wallets in 
five years, which would 
almost double today’s 
rate.

ETA Transact
May 10-12, 2017 • Las Vegas, NV
Verifone Booth #510

National Restaurant Association (NRA)
May 20-23, 2017 • Chicago, IL
Verifone Booth #6849

LEAD 2017 by Toshiba
May 2-5, 2017 • Orlando, FL

Aptos Engage 2017
May 1-4, 2017 • Hollywood, FL
Verifone Booth #510

HITEC
June 26-29, 2017 • Toronto, ON
Verifone Booth #1702

Verifone’s Retail Payments Conference (VRPC)
September 13-15, 2017 • St. Pete Beach, FL
Join us Wednesday, September 13th through Friday, September 15th 2017 at the Don CeSar Beach Resort in 
beautiful St. Pete Beach, Florida to discuss the latest payment industry trends, hear from merchants like you on 
best practices as well as other keynotes led by the top industry experts.

Want to submit a VRPC topics or participate as a speakers? Contact Liz.Smith@verifone.com

70
did You knoW? 

upcoming

evenTs

Source: JPMorgan Chase, February 2017

Today 
36%

Today 
16%

http://aptos-engage.com
http://www.cvent.com/events/lead-2017/event-summary-99dc59e396114314a11fa300e72d8511.aspx
www2.verifone.com/TRANSACT2017
https://show.restaurant.org/Home
https://www.hftp.org/hitec/toronto/
http://www.vrpc2017.com
mailto:liz.smith@verifone.com?subject=Slice | VRPC 2017
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soluTion spoTlighT: 
Verifone Value Added 
Services via Mobile 
Wallets  

How does the mobile wallet work?
NFC Mobile Wallets (Apple Wallet, Android Pay & 
Samsung Pay) are apps on the phone. A customer can 
utilize all of their stored information in their phone by 
simply opening an app on their phone, entering in a PIN, 
password or fingerprint and then selecting the information 
they need to access. The app then utilizes information 
transfer technology such as Near-Field Communications 
(NFC) to interact with a mobile wallet ready payment 
terminals.

What are the merchant & consumer benefits of 
Mobile Wallet?
Merchant Benefits: 

• Reduced fraud
• Decreased payment time (think faster check out and

shorter lines)
• Better customer loyalty (think customer retention and

customer offers)

Consumer Benefits: 
• Mobile wallets store your credit or debit card securely
• They can also store your loyalty cards, coupons,

tickets, etc.

How do I encourage a consumer to pay using a 
mobile wallet?
It’s enablement by enforcement!

• Lowering the limit of transaction with cash
• Rebates with cashless transaction for certain period of

time
• Rebates on smartphone buying
• Creating awareness among people about wallet usage

What is VAS?
• VAS stands for Value Added Services
• It includes loyalty, gift cards, coupons, and PLCC cards

Will merchants who already accept payments 
using NFC terminals need to do anything else to 
accepMobile Wallet?
Depends on the wallet. If it’s NFC - assuming you already 
accept contactless plastic cards you’d pay the same 
interchange on transactions you normally do for plastic 
card taps because it’s considered card present and uses 
the same terminal. Most mobile wallets will not charge 
“extra” to a merchant because it’s a mobile transaction .

What do I need to do to get Mobile Wallet with 
Value Added Service (VAS - for loyalty)?

• Upgrade to the latest version of Verifone software
with the payment application supporting wallet VAS.
Talk to your Verifone Account Manager on Integration
requirements & and upgrade process

• A dedicated Verifone team will work with you on
integration activities

Are there changes the POS needs to make for VAS?
• Yes, there will be POS changes required to support

merchant specific use cases supporting VAS
• Extent of POS changes is dependent on the type of

payment application (Integrated or Semi-Integrated)
• Accepting payments should be easy for NFC as it

follows credit card flows.  But using NFC VAS requires
mapping VAS flows – loyalty versus gift card versus
coupon redemption.  Difficulty depends on if the
payment application is fully integrated versus semi-
integrated

Can I use VAS with MX 915, e355, Ux300, VX 805?
• Wallet VAS is currently supported on MX & VX

product line with 32MB memory and more
• New Verifone products like Engage & Carbon are to

be supported soon

Is EMV recertification required after an upgrade to 
support Wallet VAS?

• Depends on the software stack. For example the
following could result in a re-cert

• Legacy payment application upgrade to support VAS
• Expired kernels upgrades
• Operating System upgrades

Roopa Bagur, Director, Mobile Wallets, Verifone

Ask the Experts - Q&A
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ne payment trend that is underway, full steam ahead, is the 
adoption of semi-integrated payment solutions. 

When electronic credit card authorization started to replace 
voice auth or the card hot lists, the dial terminals sat next to 
the cash register.  At the time, all of the payment logic and 
data resided in the payment terminal. Over the last 20 to 25 
years, we have seen the development and implementation 
of integrated or fully integrated payment solutions. In these 
solutions, the payment logic and data was handled by the 
POS software and the card data was entered either through a 
magnetic stripe reader on the POS keyboard or in a payment 
terminal attached to the POS hardware and driven by the POS 
software. This approach tended to reduce cashier fraud and 
error and speed the overall transaction time.

While this worked fine for credit, the growing complexity 
caused by adding debit and EBT, meeting PCI requirements, 
protecting cardholder data from theft, as well as contactless 
and early mobile wallets created several challenges with the 
fully integrated approach.  PCI deemed the POS systems in 
scope, criminals attacked POS systems, payment changes 
often needed three or four different partners to make 
coordinated changes, which increased complexity, drove 
costs higher and took longer to implement. Finally, faced with 
the task of implementing EMV and advanced mobile wallet 
functionality, many POS developers and retailers decided 
there had to be a better approach.

That better approach is a semi-integrated payment solution 
where none of the payment logic or card data resides in 
the POS system.  In some cases it resides in a store server, 
like Commander in our Petro solutions, in many cases the 
payment logic exists only in the payment terminal, such as our 
Point Classic and Point Enterprise solutions.  

The benefits of a semi-integrated approach are numerous and 
include:

• Removing cardholder data from the POS system
increases cardholder data security and allows for a
reduction in applicable PCI controls.

• Removing payment logic from the POS system reduces
the number of vendors required to implement and support
payments for a merchant and provides a single throat to
choke in the event of a problem.  This should also lead
to faster implementation of new payment features and
reduced costs to develop and maintain the payment
system.

• By using a pre-certified EMV solution that bypasses the
POS system, implementation will be faster and changes to
the POS software will not require new EMV certifications.

Hard data on how many retailers have adopted a semi-
integrated payment architecture is not available, but close 
to 50% of Verifone’s top 200 merchants have implemented, 
or are implementing, a semi-integrated payment solution. In 
addition, many smaller Verifone clients are adopting solutions 
like Point Classic or something similar from one of our 
partners.  In another three or four years, it will be likely that 
100% of the market that currently has an integrated payment 
solution will have a semi-integrated payment solution.  
Because of this, semi-integrated solutions will become the 
least expensive payment solutions available and will be the 
first solutions to support whatever new payment types and 
technology become available.

Verifone offers several semi-integrated payment solutions 
such as Point Classic, Point Enterprise, RTS (Verifone or 
Customer Hosted) and FIPay Enterprise for retailers and 
hospitality industry clients. 

FuTure 
paYmenT 
Trends
Jeff Wakefield, VP Sales Enablement & Business Development, Verifone

O

http://www.verifone.com/services/point-classic
http://www.verifone.com/services/point-enterprise
http://www.verifone.com/services/verifone-rts
http://www.verifone.com/services/fipay-enterprise
http://www.verifone.com/services/verifone-rts
mailto:liz.smith@verifone.com?subject=Slice | Customer Spotlight / Article Suggestion



